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Hunter Biden Withdrew $20,000 from Daughter
Maisy’s College Fund and Spent It on Hookers and
Drugs After Bankers Warned He Had Just 44 Cents
Left in His Account
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*** 

Hunter Biden withdrew his daughter’s college savings to help fund a months-long drug and
hooker binge – and still hasn’t paid the taxes on it, documents unearthed exclusively by
DailyMail.com reveal.

The First Son’s profligacy was cast in sharp relief in papers from an IRS whistleblower who
investigated him for tax crimes, released by Congress last month.

In late 2018 Hunter was in his ‘penultimate odyssey through full blown addiction’, according
to his memoir, skulking in Connecticut motels and frittering away thousands on prostitutes
and crack cocaine.

His private bankers at Wells Fargo sent him an email on December 17, 2018 warning that he
had just 44 cents left in his account, according to records obtained by DailyMail.com from
his abandoned laptop.

Hunter  responded  with  a  jumbled  reply,  ordering  them  to  transfer  $20,000  from  his
daughter Maisy’s educational savings account.

He told the wealth managers: ‘liquidate what you can’ and ‘Live [love] you both’.

Click here to read the full article on Daily Mail Online.
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Featured image: This caricature of Hunter Biden was adapted from in the public domain from the US
Congress (PDF).  The body was adapted from in the public domain from The White House’s Flickr
photostream.
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